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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Welcome to the Rewterz Threat Intelligence Report 2018. This report aims to provide the latest analysis of cyber
security threats detected in Pakistan’s Cyber space. Our advanced intelligence gathering platform, designed to
monitor and identify the on-going cyber-attacks in Pakistan, brings forth this valuable real-time data to equip
organizations against cyber-attacks beforehand. Rewterz Threat Intelligence Platform is made up of numerous
attack sensors collecting data of malicious events all over Pakistan, making it the most comprehensive and
advanced threat intelligence gathering network in the country.
The ever-increasing cybercrimes demand the latest and the most advanced threat intelligence to safeguard
information. Rewterz has mastered the art of threat intelligence and is ready to help you fortify your defenses and
mitigate threats. Through this report, we aim to share and dissipate knowledge about sophisticated threats and
advanced attacker practices in use on the Internet today.
This report enables readers to gain clear insight on the nature of the threats currently faced by Pakistan’s
cyberspace. We also provide response and recovery services so that in the event of an incident, any damage can
successfully be nipped in the bud.
This extensive report contains information on the major attacks detected in Pakistan’s cyberspace during last 12
months. A detailed analysis of these attacks is provided which includes the top attacking countries, the most
common malwares and the top industries that were attacked. It also covers various phishing techniques and most
attacked services to warn organizations against exploitation of these possible vulnerabilities.
We hope that you find this report useful. Feel free to contact us with any feedback.
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CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE & DECISION
MAKING - AN INSIGHT
For every organization operating in the cyber space, it’s crucial to understand both; the gravity of security
vulnerability and the utility of threat intelligence. With the ever-growing techniques of cyber-attacks, every
organization needs optimum measures to protect its information against economical, informational or privacy
breaches. For that purpose, it’s important for organizations to understand the implications of threat intelligence
data.
For instance, what’s the impact of an overloaded statistical data on the CIO of a non-tech company? Chaos and
confusion. Therefore, to ensure maximum understanding, this organized information is structured in a way to ensure
maximum utility for the readers. Threat Intelligence is an inevitable component of decision making processes and in
crafting strategies for information security. It also guides organizations about the nature of staff-training that their
security demands.
Threat Intelligence provides the situational awareness and foresight needed to improve the resilience of your critical
business operations. It provides tangible benefits by protecting sensitive information and intellectual property of
your business. It will enable your Cyber Security Operations to move from being reactive to being proactive by
enhancing your ability to understand, predict and target threat factors before they turn into an attack.
This translation of cyber threats into business concerns and risks will eventually trigger an active defense
mechanism; failing which, it’s impossible to perform highly technical actions to tighten up your security. Moreover,
threat advisories are a useful method to mitigate dangers and explain to our customers the real-time data gathered
by our Security Operation Centers.

PROTECTION

VISA
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
5656 343 787 888
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ATTACKS
Following are the most common attacks Pakistan’s cyberspace experienced. The trend shows that attackers are targeting known
vulnerabilities and unpatched applications. Large amount of malicious communication through HTTP and DNS has been observed. We advise
organizations to apply latest security updates and implement latest security controls.
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TOP ATTACKING COUNTRIES
Rewterz collaborates with organizations around the world that share data to locate similar attack patterns. Following map is a visualization
of global malicious attacks towards Pakistan’s cyberspace. An alarming share of 41% attacks towards Pakistan’s cyberspace comes from
China. The United States and Netherlands are responsible for 17% of the attacks each.
Moreover, the top service ports that are being attacked include 445 (SMB), 443 (HTTPS), 80 (HTTP) and 23 (Telnet).

COUNTRIES

PORTS

ATTACK %

China

445, 3389, 23, 22

41%

123.52.202.243

Pakistan

443, 80

29%

39.49.127.249

United States

445, 443

17%

50.121.216.6

Netherlands

23, 22, 1433, 3389, 3306

17%

77.247.181.162

Germany

445, 3389, 3306, 443, 80

8%

46.4.85.14

South Korea

445, 3389, 23, 22

7%

61.38.186.81

Kazakhstan

445, 3389, 23, 22, 21

6%

91.235.176.9

Turkey

445, 3389, 23, 22

5%

212.156.78.62

Russian Federation

443, 80

5%

5.101.40.44

Brazil

443, 80

4%

191.237.77.48
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INDUSTRY THREATS BREAKDOWN

The analysis shows that Banking sector has been a major target of attackers covering 62% of the attacks. Education
sector also seems to be an area of interest for these attackers as 25% of the attacks were detected in this sector.
Government was not immune to these attacks either, as they recorded a 14% share in the total attacks.

Government

14%
Education

62%

25%

Banking

MODES OF ATTACKS

Since the major sector under attack was the banking sector, scammers used Fake Internet Banking Apps to carry
out 54% of the total scams. Social Media Frauds cover 32% of the attacks. The report also shows the emerging trend
of reported email frauds, phishing scams, job scams and data leakage in Pakistan’s cyberspace.
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The autorun trojans are the most frequently used malware covering 25% of the total attacks towards Pakistan’s cyberspace, whereas
software bundlers are catching up with a 22% share in the attacks.
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COIN MINING ATTACKS

SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN ATTACKS

RANSOMWARE BUSINESS TRENDS

MOBILE MALWARE VARIANTS

Attackers using ransomware to
generate money are now focused on
exploiting cryptocurrency, warns
Symantec. With the radical surge in
bitcoins and their ever-increasing
value, coin mining has become a
regular attacking strategy of
attackers. Owing to this coin mining
surge, 2017 witnessed an 8,500%
increase in detected coin-miners on
user computers. Coin mining brings
forth performance related issues as
well as financial loss if an attacker
bills an organization for cloud CPU
usage.

With vulnerabilities being eliminated
from systems, a new venture of
attackers is that of software supply
chain attacks. The attackers inject a
malware in the supply chain of
unaware organizations to hijack a
software, which gives them entry to
the system under compromise. This
attack has flourished by 200% in 2017
alone. Petya/NotPetya for example
was a malware injected in Ukraine’s
accounting software from where its
exploitation spread over many
networks.

Ransomware is in demand. Strange?
Well, with the growing trend of coin
mining, new variants of ransomware
are being created and are demanded
in the market. With diversified
ransomware discovery used in coin
mining, banking sectors are under
attack of coin mining. The business
trend of ransomware reveals 46%
increase in variants whereas decrease
in value to make it an affordable
commodity for attackers. WannaCry
being a common ransomware was
detected and blocked in 5.4 billion
cases.

Mobile malware variants are also on
the rise by 54%. Malicious mobile apps
blocked per day were counted to be
24,000. Mobile users should also be
wary of greyware apps which leak
information from device. A 20%
increase in greyware in 2017 shows
that a further increase is expected in
greyware detection.
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BOTNETS

Following are the top C&C based malwares seen in Pakistan’s cyber space. The WannaCry Ransomware has the most infections covering
62% of botnet traffic towards Pakistan’s cyberspace.

Behaviour/Source

Associated CnC Servers

Percentage %

Ransomware:WannaCry

Exploits Microsoft Windows SMB Protocol Vulnerability /
Malicious Attachements, Removable Drive, Network
Share, Drive by Download

iuqssfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfae
wrwergwea[.]com
ifferfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfae
wrwergwea[.]com
iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfae
wrwergwea[.]com

62%

Trojan:Sality.DNS

Steal Credentials, Data Leakage / File Infection,
Network Share

89.119.67.154
balsfhkewo7i487fksd.info
bcash-ddt.net
bclr-cash.net
bddr-cash.net

10%

Backdoor:Ramnit

Exploits multiple vulnerabilities in Microsoft Windows /
Malicious Attachements, Removable Drive, Network
Share

rjordulltl.com
goopndlgvy.com
absqvhpldvsmclt.com
adhcssvuayv.com
agpdvawvr.com
aguhlabfubbvek.com
algvgcawwdsmiksvol.com
amobragjgge.com

8%

APT:Taidoor

Exploits Microsoft Office Vulnerability / Malicious
Attachments

opp.gov.taiwans.tw
nscnet.gov.medicare.tw
mac.gov.skies.tw
klserver.servehttp.com
kllserver.serveftp.com
www.facebook.trickip.NET
www.braintrust.AlmostMy.COM

6%

Worm:Houdini

Remote Access Trojan / Malicious Attachements, Drive
by Download

silent9.zapto.org
ballgogo.no-ip.biz
pess-12.zapto.org
xkiller.no-ip.info
karimstar.zapto.org
securityfocus.bounceme.net
kiyoma200.no-ip.biz

4%

Trojan:DNS Changer

Changes DNS settings / Malicious Attachments

193.227.227.218

4%

Backdoor:Andromeda

Steals Credentials / Malicious Attachments, Exploit Kits

gvaq70s7he.ru

3%

Adware:Wallnote

Advertising & Malvertising / Malicious Websites

Multiple

2%

Bot:Mariposa.DNS

Exploits Internet Explorer Vulnerability / Malicious
Attachements, Network Share, Drive by Download

92.241.165.162
92.241.164.82
92.241.164.82
bfisback.no-ip.org
shv4.no-ip.biz

1%
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BOTNETS
Ransomware:WannaCry

62%

Bot:Mariposa.DNS

Trojan:Sality.DNS

Adware:Wallnote

Backdoor:Ramnit

1%

10%

8%

2%

Backdoor:Andromeda

3%

Worm:Houdini

4%
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6%

Trojan:DNS Changer

4%
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PHISHING
Phishing is a scam through which user is manipulated to reveal personal or confidential
information. The information is then used unlawfully by the attacker. Our analysis reveals top
phishing email subjects used by attackers to perform social engineering.
We have observed that attackers have used subjects that look attractive or urgent to the victims.
Most subjects offer gifts that are too-good-to-be-true or demand urgent actions with deadlines,
to manipulate the victims into speedy action.

PHISHING EMAIL SUBJECTS
Please re-confirm your password.
ACH Payment info
Unviewed Onedrive Pending File Expires May 11, 2018
Please Sign and Send back.
RE: [ Reminder ] your secured message at May 09, 2018, 03:44 AM HADT
Help Secure Your Account
Undelivered Mails : Your account has 18 pending Unsent Mails
Final Warning Before Termination
ACCOUNT IS AT RISK
[ Stripe Account Notify ] significant change in your account activity
(5) incoming messages returned to sender
Account is at risk
Purchase Order
Notice
Several message could not be delivered
Your Account
Fw: First Delivery Attempt
Your Account
ACH Payment Advice
Undelivered Mails: Your account has 22 pending Unsent mails
Scanned Secured message sent to you via Send2FAX Portal
Archiveer Errór met Yóur MailbóxAction Required: Mail-Exchange Synchronization Request
Mail Pending Notification:23 New Messages
PURCHASE ORDER
RE: Revised Request Letter and Statement
RE: Bank Guarantee-stamp paper grentech
Bank Statement Required from 01-03-2018 to 31-03-18
PAYMENT
RE: Darogawala 2418 Lahore
Some of your messages was not sent Successfully
Wагnіng!!! : МаіlЬоx Quоtа Lіmіt Rеасhеd

9
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INCIDENTS
Rewterz has 24x7 Security Operations Centre (SOC) which monitors security events from number of customers and provides
support during remediation & recovery from security incidents. Following is a breakdown of incidents grouped by categories
that Rewterz SOC team handled and responded to.

MALWARE
ACTIVITY

70%

Malware (such as Viruses, Trojans,
Botnet, APT, and Worm) found in
network and systems that can
potentially disrupt operations and/or
gather sensitive information.

INTERNAL
ATTACKS

PHISHING

4%

1%

Compromise of internal systems due to
internal
attacks
(such
as
Misconfigurations, Social Engineering,
Missing Patches, etc.).

Compromise of credentials due to lack
of security awareness and failure to
follow security policies.

EXTERNAL
ATTACKS

2%

Compromise of public facing systems
due to an external attack (such as
Exploitation, DDoS, XSS, SQL injection,
etc.).

10

POLICY
VIOLATIONS

23%

Violation of policy by users such as
usage of generic user account, default
account, sharing of confidential
documents and weak passwords.
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SECURITY BREACHES IN PAKISTAN
Having discussed the global cyber-attacks towards Pakistan’s cyberspace, we now narrow down our report to events of local
cyber security breaches and privacy violations in Pakistan.

NADRA DATA BREACH
One of the largest data breaches in the history of Pakistan took place this year by the hand of Punjab Information Technology
Board (PITB) of Pakistan. Massive amount of personal information of general public from NADRA was made accessible through
various APIs of Punjab Information Technology Board (PITB) for Digitization. Attackers, due to glitches in the cyber security of
PITB, were able to intrude into private data on May 11, 2018 which was made public. The compromised data included names,
photographs, date of births and residential information as well as telecommunication record including phone calls and text
messages.
Talking to Samaa TV, Rewterz CEO Faiz Ahmad Shuja explained the weaknesses in the PITB platforms. He explained how the
APIs connecting the vulnerable applications to NADRA’s backend data were exposed, without proper security controls.
Consequently, the large amount of national data was accessed by attackers without needing any authentication.

CAREEM CYBER ATTACK
Another major breach was reported in April 2018 in the Dubai-based ride booking platform Careem. Careem reports that there
was a data breach in January, affecting all users who signed up before January 14th. Careem further explained to Pakistan’s
leading newspaper, Dawn, that there were 14 million customers and 558,000 captains active on the platform across 13
countries at the time of the breach including Turkey, Pakistan, Middle Eastern and North African countries.
Private information of customers and captains like emails, phone numbers, identities and trip history data were accessed by
attackers. However, to much relief, Careem assured that the credit card information of users remained safe on an external
third-party PCI compliant server. Even though Careem has reassured the removal of vulnerabilities and weaknesses, users are
still encouraged to keep a check on their credit card transactions and are advised to update their passwords.

ATM SKIMMING INCIDENTS
2018 has seen various ATM skimming incidents in Pakistan. During January and April, hundreds of thousands of rupees have
been withdrawn from number of accounts of private banks in Pakistan, indicating the presence of ATM skimmers across the
country.
Due to the rising number of cyber security incidents, Rewterz CEO Faiz Ahmad Shuja was invited by Samaa TV to discuss the
various underlying reasons and modes of these frauds, where he highlighted the human weaknesses that may have lead to
these frauds.
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TRENDS
SHORTAGE OF SKILLED RESOURCES
Many organizations continue to suffer due to the lack of skilled cyber security professionals. The fact that there are number of
unclaimed positions available, despite soaring cyber security salaries, speaks for the dearth of skilled human resources in
cyber security industry.
This compels many organizations to outsource their security operations to cyber security providers. We expect to see more
outsourcing as organizations struggle to fill the required skills gap.
The cyber security industry has never been satisfied with the available human resources. People acquiring expertise in the
cyber security niche will be able to earn well as customers and clients are always looking for security experts.
Meanwhile, the struggle of organizations to find top-tier cyber security specialists will continue, most of which will have to
reach out to specialized cyber security providers. Owing to the skill gap, not just businesses and organizations but the cyber
security specialist firms are also on the hunt for skilled human resources. The hunt for skilled cyber security professionals
continues, since the industry is unable to sponsor specialized training programs and research centers as yet.

AI AND MACHINE LEARNING CAN ENHANCE CYBER SECURITY
With the growing influence of artificial intelligence and machine learning on various industries, it is predictable that cyber
security will also be involved with AI and ML. The on-going battle with cyber criminals demands swift threat-detection
mechanisms. Therefore, machine learning models that can accurately predict and identify attacks will be a handy tool for
security professionals. In the year ahead, these models need to be trained and sharpened. However, the risk of exploitation of
these models by the attackers remains.

INCIDENT HANDLING DEMANDS ATTENTION
Not all data breaches can be eradicated completely. Therefore, organizations also need to be prepared for handling the
aftermath of incidents, usually with the help of incident response platform. For incident response, it is crucial to make sure that
there are proper playbooks in place, no delaying in disclosure, directing potential victims and patching known vulnerabilities.
We hope that responsible incident response will rise in the upcoming year.

CLOUDS TO WITNESS MORE ATTACKS
Most of the attacks are observed to be targeting traditional applications and on-premises environments, not the cloud
infrastructure itself. To date, no cataclysmic breach has exploited a cloud vulnerability.
Over the past 12-months, more than 1 million security events have been captured in the Rewterz SOC. In the said statistics, the
public cloud accounts for 40 incidents per customer. The digits are significantly lower than incidents occurring in on-premises
environments (314 per customer), hosted private clouds (289) and hybrid cloud environments (677).
Even though the Spectre and Meltdown vulnerabilities didn't bypass cloud deployments, they may cause a disruption and
performance issues from necessary patching.
We don’t predict any major breaches involving Spectre and Meltdown as initial attack vectors. However, they could still be used
as a tool for lateral movement across the network, once an attacker gains access using some other malware exploit. The
possibility reaffirms the importance of patching.
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TRENDS SUMMARY
As the cyber security space sees an active environment, both developers and end-users are to focus on the briskly evolving
patterns. For the developers, simply updating their software is not the answer to all vulnerabilities.
Therefore, an increasing number of application owners and devops professionals are encouraging the usage of two factor
authentication among their audiences. The end-user is both, the vulnerable and the weakest component of the security chain.
Therefore, it’s important that the end-users are aware and capable of securing themselves to some extent. This may take some
of the burden off the shoulders of security experts, who can then focus on being fully compliant with the latest best practices
evolving in the cyber security arena.
Security controls can never be ‘too much’ as there are too many prevalent threat factors involved in today’s cyberspace.
Therefore, the greater the security measures, the better.
In the end, the field of cyber security will always be a battlefield, with black-hat and white-hat trying to outsmart each other.
The bad guys will always be looking for exploits and the good guys will always be seen actively combating and fixing
vulnerabilities. While the battle against evil grows, just be sure to side up with the good guys!
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PREDICTIONS
Looking back to the security breaches, the upcoming cyber events don’t look very promising and favorable for businesses and
organizations. The NADRA breach, attacks on financial sector, usage of WannaCry as ransomware and refined phishing scams serve as a
premonition for the upcoming cyber chaos where attacks will be more refined and organizations will be struggling to keep up the pace with
innovative attacking techniques.
Cyber criminals displayed an improvement in technical proficiency over the past few years, causing major inconvenience in various
industries. Therefore, we expect the trend of cyber attacks to go up in 2018 as well. With the advent of Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning, the upcoming attacks are expected to be more harmful and destructive for organizations.
However, there’s still hope for a better and safe cyberspace. We predict some real progress in the following areas.

1. PHISHING ATTACKS CONTINUE
Cyber criminals are aware that the most vulnerable component of the security chain is the human. Targeting the humans at the
keyboard is one of the simplest and most common techniques used by attackers, called phishing.
Phishing is manipulative and misuses the trusting nature of humans.
Immunity to phishing attempts is never fully achieved by any organization, so cyber criminals are never short of targets. Most of these
attacks aim for account takeover.
However, the general awareness level of humans is also going up the ladder owing to news of various breaches. There remains a
consistent fight against phishing attempts to wipe it off at least partially.

2. PASSWORD-ONLY AUTHENTICATION DECLINES
Most organizations ignorant to password alternatives or multi-factor authentication may take the NADRA and Careem breaches as
wake-up calls, since passwords alone are no longer safe.
It is predicted that 2018 will see a rise in multi-factor authentication replacing the password-only outdated conventions of security.

3. THREAT DETECTION AND INCIDENT RESPONSE AUTOMATION
Going through the huge stack of alerts every day to separate threats and non-threats, security teams are likely to come up with
automated threat detection and incident response. With the growing trend of innovation in cyber attacks and attack vectors, the
bulky alerts will bring more and more stacks of data to scan. The repetitive task therefore needs automation.
Machine learning based tools are already out and in use by many organizations to lighten up the struggle of their security staff. The
trend of security automation is likely to go up with the growing trends of attack dealt with by the limited security talent pool.
As an indicator of success, it’s already been found that these automated software are highly sensitive and effective in finding out
which of the threats need human attention.

4. RANSOMWARE
Looking back to the headlines of 2017, Ransomware comes forth as a strong tool used in cyber attacks. After the mass distribution of
ransomware, more targeted attempts through ransomware are predicted. Trend Micro prophesies that attackers “will run digital
extortion campaigns and use ransomware to threaten non-GDPR compliant companies”, while Imperva adds that extortion-enabled
disruption will intensify this year, “manifesting in disabled networks, internal network denials of service, and crashing email services”.

5. HOLIDAY ATTACKS
With the approaching national holidays, the Rewterz Threat Intelligence Group reports an expected rise in attempted cyber attacks
between August and December 2018. Our Threat Intelligence group warns organizations to be extra cautious around holidays since
such attacks usually begin during leisurely holidays.
"It's important to remember that, during the holidays, cyber attacks will increase" the group told. "However, in order to ensure every
possible area is protected, we need to get in the habit of incorporating the everyday users into our security strategy."
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